Background {#Sec1}
==========

The use of meta-analysis in epidemiological research has been increasing at a very rapid rate. A review of the National Library of Medicine's online database ("Pub Med") shows that in 1980 there were only five research articles with the phrase "meta-analysis" in their titles. The number had increased to 92 in 1990, 422 in 2000, and to 9125 in 2014 (see Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 1Number of articles containing "meta-analysis" in the title by year of publication

While part of this growth may be due to the widespread availability of powerful personal computer software making meta-analysis techniques easier to perform and more feasible to implement, this growth also likely represents a critical epidemiological need to draw meaningful conclusions from an aggregation of studies.

The use of meta-analytic techniques is controversial when the contributing studies are not randomized control trials ("RCT"). Many researchers feel that it is highly misleading to attempt to combine a series of disparate studies \[[@CR1], [@CR2]\] while others maintain that, with proper safeguards, meta-analysis allows an extremely useful pooling of smaller studies \[[@CR3], [@CR4]\]. A discussion of the appropriateness of meta-analysis is beyond the scope of this paper. Rather, the focus here will be on minimizing unnecessary error in testing the overall statistical significance of a meta-analysis.

Overview of 2 × 2 × k categorical meta-analysis {#Sec2}
-----------------------------------------------

The "2 × 2 × k" categorical meta-analysis paradigm is probably the most frequently encountered situation in meta-analysis. It consists of a series of *k* contributing studies each described by a 2 × 2 contingency table. Each cell of the 2 × 2 table contains the number of occurrences of an event (e.g., a disease case) for the particular combination of row and column variables. For the sake of exposition, we can associate the two columns of each table with "Disease Manifestation" versus "No Disease Manifestation" and the two rows with "Exposure" versus "No Exposure." Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} represents the results of one of the *k* studiesTable 1Typical contributing study (one of *k*) in a dichotomous meta-analysisTreatmentDisease statusDisease manifestationNo disease manifestationTotalExposure*r*~*k*~ = 496100No exposure*s*~*k*~ = 298100Total*t*~*k*~ = 6194200

In most meta-analyses, there are typically two distinct components: (1) a statistical test of the overall difference between the "Exposure" and "No Exposure" groups across the *k* contributing studies, and (2) a method to pool the observed differences between groups across the *k* studies in order to estimate the true difference (the "Effect Size").

Many epidemiologists employing meta-analytic techniques have greatly deemphasized the first component in recent years. Borenstein et al. \[[@CR3]\] conclude:""... However, meta-analysis also allows us to move beyond the question of statistical significance, and address questions that are more interesting and also more relevant." (pp. 11--12)."

Similarly, Higgins and Green \[[@CR4]\] rather dismissively state:""... If review authors decide to present a P value with the results of a meta-analysis, they should report a precise P value, together with the 95% confidence interval" (pp. 371--372)."

This study addresses only the first of these two components. A method is developed that attempts to maintain the Type I error ("false alarm rate") at the desired level but has good power to detect true differences across a large range of event probability, number of contributing studies, sample size and level of heterogeneity.

An argument can be made that maintaining the Type I error at a pre-specified level is more important than the power (1---Type II error rate) to detect true differences between conditions. The framers of modern statistical testing called such errors "Errors of the First Kind" and placed a special emphasis on them. Neyman & Pearson in 1933 stated:""A new basis has been introduced for choosing among criteria available for testing any given statistical hypothesis, H~*0*~, with regard to an alternative H~*t*~. If ϴ~*1*~ and ϴ~*2*~ are two such possible criteria and if in using them there is the same chance, ε, of rejecting H~*0*~ when it is in fact true, we should choose that one of the two which assures the minimum chance of accepting H~*0*~ when the true hypothesis is H~*t*~." \[[@CR5]\] \[p. 336\]"

Thus, while Neyman and Pearson supported the effort to choose criteria that yield the greatest power to detect true differences, this effort is secondary to maintaining a pre-specified level of Type I error. Estimating the Effect Size particularly for rare events is well covered in a number of recent studies (see in particular \[[@CR6], [@CR7]\]).

"Rare" events and meta-analysis {#Sec3}
-------------------------------

The probability of occurrence of a disease is often categorized as "rare" although no specific definition exists. As an example, Higgins et al. state that "There is no single risk at which events are classified as 'rare'" but gives as examples 1 in a 1000 or 1 in a 100 (see \[[@CR8]\], p. 520). An obvious related issue is observing zero cases in one or more cells of a contingency table. Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} shows the expected cell sizes from various realistic combinations of disease probability and individual study sample size.Table 2Expected number of disease cases in each study arm as a function of disease probability and individual study sample sizeDisease/conditionApproximate disease probabilityIndividual study sample size (each arm)1005001000Myocardial infarction.0025.251.252.5Parkinson's disease (60--65 age group).00039.039.195.39Alzheimer's disease (60--65 age group).0008.080.40.8Overall cancer for men.0055.552.755.5

If one heuristically defines "rare" as fewer than five expected cases of a disease, Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} supports the notion that "rare" events are a focus of many epidemiological studies.

For homogeneous meta-analysis (i.e. where the effect across studies may be assumed to be the same within statistical variation), the two techniques typically used for categorical data are the Mantel--Haenszel and Peto techniques. Both of these techniques rely on the Mantel--Haenszel Chi Square to test for the overall statistical significance. For heterogeneous meta-analyses, the DerSimonian--Laird inverse variance technique (DL) which requires a number of assumptions is typically used \[[@CR9]\]. The technique developed in this paper will be compared directly to the DL technique as described below.

The problem in applying large sample asymptotic techniques to meta-analyses involving small numbers of cases will be illustrated in the older and more developed domain of homogeneous meta-analyses. Mantel and Haenszel developed what is probably the most used technique for homogeneous meta-analyses \[[@CR10]\]. In applying this technique, Manel and Fleiss showed that a minimum of approximately five cases was required in each of the 4 cells of each of the 2 × 2 tables for each of the *k* studies comprising the meta-analysis \[[@CR11]\]. This is the same requirement typically used without any particular justification for the simple Chi square test. All but one of the combinations of individual study sample size and disease probability shown in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} would yield fewer than five cases per cell leading to violations of the minimum cell size in the asymptotic Mantel--Haenszel (MH) Chi Square test, and thus the test would be potentially flawed.

R. A. Fisher addressed the limitations of using asymptotic large sample methods in 1925 in the preface to the first edition of his well-known "Statistical Methods for Research Workers" \[[@CR12]\]:"Little experience is sufficient to show that the traditional machinery of statistical processes is wholly unsuited to the needs of practical research. Not only does it take a cannon to shoot a sparrow, but it misses the sparrow. The elaborate mechanism built on the theory of infinitely large samples is not accurate enough for simple laboratory data. Only by systematically tackling small sample problems on their merits does it seem possible to apply accurate tests to practical data."

The continued use asymptotic tests in situations not suited for their use is unacceptable given the computer power that is now available to all researchers.

Heterogeneity versus homogeneity in meta-analyses {#Sec4}
-------------------------------------------------

The term "heterogeneity" refers to the fact that studies done at different times and by different researchers might be expected to have different treatment effects. The expectation is that a variable of interest may owe its effect, at least in part, to one or more other variables. The meta-analysis researcher, J. P. T. Higgins stated: "Heterogeneity is to be expected in a meta-analysis: it would be surprising if multiple studies, performed by different teams in different places with different methods, all ended up estimating the same underlying parameter." (\[[@CR13]\], p. 1158). While researchers may agree that heterogeneity is to be expected, there is very little agreement on how to quantify this variability. The most obvious and direct candidate is τ^2^, the assumed variability between studies. However, τ^2^ is not invariant across study designs and its interpretation may not be intuitive. Alternatives include *I*^*2*^, the ratio of the inter-study variability to the total variability and the *Q* statistic, which is mathematically related to *I*^*2*^ (see, e.g., \[[@CR14]\]).

In the technique described in this paper, heterogeneity will be mathematically manipulated through τ^2^ and the logit function using the same approach as Bhaumik et al. \[[@CR15]\]. Namely,$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varepsilon_{i}$$\end{document}$ is the deviation in the treatment group of each of the contributing studies due to heterogeneity.

The basic principles of the DerSimonian--Laird (DL) method {#Sec5}
----------------------------------------------------------

As stated above, this research specifically contrasts an exact method for conducting meta-analyses in *k* 2 × 2 tables with heterogeneity with the most popular approach which was developed by DerSimonian and Laird \[[@CR9]\] (DL).

For each contributing study, the DL technique calculates the logarithm of the sample odds ratio and a corresponding estimate of the variance of this measure based on the asymptotic distribution of these logarithms. Adjustments are made for entries in the individual 2 × 2 tables that contain a zero-cell count. Equations [2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}--[5](#Equ5){ref-type=""} below capture the core DL approach. In Eq. [2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}, an estimate of the interstudy variability, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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As shown in Eq. [3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}, a new set of weights, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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These new weights are then used to calculate estimates of both the overall log odds ratio, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\theta_{DL }$$\end{document}$ and its standard error as shown in Eq. [4](#Equ4){ref-type=""} and [5](#Equ5){ref-type=""}.$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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A test of statistical significance is then based on a large sample normal distribution. The DL technique requires asymptotic assumptions regarding both the Q statistic used to estimate the interstudy variability, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\tau^{2} ,$$\end{document}$ and the normal distribution required to test for statistical significance. A more subtle issue is the possibility of distorting correlations between the individual estimates of the effect size for each contributing study, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The ML-NP-EXACT: an exact maximum likelihood non-parametric test of 2 × 2 × k dichotomous data {#Sec6}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

### Basic approach {#Sec7}

An exact approach to developing a maximum likelihood test of independence for k 2 × 2 tables logically starts by first addressing the simple *k *= 1 2 × 2 table case. An exact method would use maximum likelihood estimates of the cell counts and associated cell probabilities and then use a "goodness of fit" test sensitive to violations of independence. Agresti and Wackerly \[[@CR16]\] argued that "exact conditional tests can be simply formulated by using other criteria for ranking the tables according to the deviation each exhibits from independence." \[pp. 113--114\] and go on to mention likelihood ratio statistics.

One such statistic is the *G Test* "goodness of fit" statistic strongly advocated by Sokal and Rohlf \[[@CR17]\] to test for independence between the row and column variables. Sokal and Rohlf cite Kullback and Leibler's "Divergence" measure which is mathematically identical to the *G* Test \[[@CR18]\]. The probability distribution of the *G Test* statistic is asymptotically χ^2^ which would be adequate for tables with large numbers in each of the cells. However, for the case of sparse tables being developed in this paper, this would not be satisfactory. For this simple *k *= 1 case, Fisher's Exact Test would be appropriate \[[@CR19]\]. Fisher's Exact Test exploits the fact that if one conditions on any of the marginal totals, the cell frequency of interest will be a sufficient statistic. Then, the associated frequency distribution of the cell frequency of interest may be determined exactly using the hypergeometric distribution. Fisher's Exact approach has been extended by Thomas \[[@CR20]\] and others. Among other advantages, such conditioning eliminates the effect of any nuisance variable identically affecting both exposure categories. Using Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} nomenclature, the number of individuals manifesting the disease being studied in the Exposure Group, *r*~*k*~, conditionalized on the total number of individuals manifesting the disease, *t*~*k*~ is a sufficient statistic. This approach can be directly extended to 2 × 2 × *k* designs by again using the *G Test* "goodness of fit" statistic and testing for conditional independence in each of the *k* tables comprising the overall meta-analysis.

In the 3-way 2 × 2 × *k* meta-analysis, one approach is to first test for independence among the two factors (Disease Status and Treatment in the terminology of Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}) in each of the *k* strata (e.g. using the Breslow-Day test of interaction \[[@CR21]\]). If such a test of interaction supported independence of the two factors, the notion of a Common Odds Ratio (COR) could be entertained. Then the overall COR averaged across the *k* strata could be tested against the null hypothesis of 1.0 using the Cochran-Mantel--Haenszel test or equivalent.

Alternatively, Yao and Tritchler \[[@CR22]\] developed an exact conditional independence test for 2 × 2 × *k* categorical data. Although they derived an exact null hypothesis frequency distribution, they chose to use the standard Chi Square test statistic:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\chi^{2} = \chi_{1}^{2} + \chi_{2}^{2} + \cdots \chi_{k}^{2}$$\end{document}$$where *k* is the number of contributing studies.

The present author programmed their test in the R statistical language based on Yao's dissertation \[[@CR23]\]. Preliminary Monte Carlo simulations showed, however, that this implementation yielded a test with limited power compared to the DL method. With the advantage of the hindsight provided by this simulation, the use of a Chi Square statistic for this exact test is probably suboptimal and is not necessary given their derivation of an exact null hypothesis frequency distribution.

A straightforward utilization of *G Test* per \[[@CR17]\] would thus be:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$G^{2} = 2\mathop \sum \limits_{i = 1}^{k} O_{i } \ln \left( {\frac{{O_{i } }}{{E_{i } }}} \right)$$\end{document}$$where *k* is the number of contributing studies, *O*~*i*~ is the number of observed cases in the Exposure Group of the *i*th contributing study, *E*~*i*~ is the number of expected cases in the Exposure Group of the *i*th contributing study assuming conditional independence.

Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} which shows the data for a particular one of the *k* contributing studies will be used to help clarify this approach. There are two sources of cases, cases from the "Exposure" group and cases from the "No Exposure" group. The number of observed cases in the Exposure Group (*r*~*k*~ of Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}) per Eq. [3](#Equ3){ref-type=""} is 4. The number of expected cases under Fisher's conditional independence approach would be the total number of cases of 6 multiplied by the proportion of the overall sample size corresponding to the Exposure Group which in this case would be .5. Thus, the number of expected cases in the Exposure Group would be 6 \*.5 = 3 cases.

The approach being developed in this paper attempts to deal with "rare" events including the possibility of no disease events in either the Exposure group or in the No Exposure group. However, when the number of cases in the Exposure Group, *O*~*i*~, is zero, the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\ln \frac{{O_{i} }}{{E_{i} }}$$\end{document}$ term would not be calculable. Simply eliminating such studies would likely lead to an anti-conservative bias in Type I Error. Thus, the following modified *G Test* statistic was used and will be referred to as *G*^*\**^:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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This transformation permits calculation of the test statistic when the number of cases in one of the two groups equals zero, but where there are a positive number of cases in the other group. This issue and a similar approach of adding a constant to both the number of Observed and Expected cases was more fully explored in a recent Ph.D. dissertation \[[@CR24]\].

### Two special cases under large heterogeneity {#Sec8}

Protocols were developed to handle two special situations under large heterogeneity. The first situation involves the event probabilities in the control and exposure groups respectively of the *i*th study, *p*~*ic,*~ *p*~*it*~, as originally presented in Eq. [1](#Equ1){ref-type=""} and shown for convenience below:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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As shown in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} plotted with *p* as a function of the logit variable, *p* has a slope of exactly .25 at *p * = * .5* with the slope approaching zero as *p* approaches both zero and 1.0. In addition, the curve is only symmetric in the logit variable at exactly *p *=.5.Fig. 2Plot of event probability, *p,* as a function of the logit variable

For realistic values of event probability such as .01, positive event probability excursions will be much larger than negative ones for large values of heterogeneity across studies. This problem manifests itself in artificially large violations of the pre-specified level of Type I Error. Therefore, negative values of the test statistic $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$G$$\end{document}$ which corresponds to observing fewer cases in the Exposure Group than expected were increased in magnitude (made more negative) by multiplying them by a correction factor based on the derivative of *p* with respect to the logit variable:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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As required, the correction factor equals one when *p * = .5 and becomes appropriately large as *p* approaches zero. This correction factor was applied when the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$G^{*}$$\end{document}$ statistic was negative and when the treatment variance relative to the control variance was greater than or equal to 3.0.

A second problem concerns meta-analyses in which there are only a small number of contributing studies. As shown by InHout and colleagues \[[@CR25]\], there is a monotonic and large positive effect on Type I Error as the number of contributing studies decreases. This is not a problem of inadequate replications, but one of bias. The author conducted a separate analysis that showed that under large heterogeneity there is a corresponding large probability for a single study to incorrectly skew the overall test statistic towards statistical significance. When the number of contributing studies is large, this tendency is counterbalanced by other studies having correspondingly large excursions in the negative direction.

This problem can be appreciated in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 3Plot of probability of a single "skewing" event and its contribution to the overall test statistic as a function of the number of contributing studies

The first curve plotted on the primary vertical axis is the probability of obtaining a single large positive excursion likely due to a high level of heterogeneity in any one of the *k* contributing studies. The second curve plotted on the secondary vertical axis is simply the first variable divided by the number of studies on the x axis. This second variable is thus proportional to the contribution made by this single study's large positive excursion to the average test statistic. As the plot of this second variable suggests, the contribution of a single large positive excursion study is monotonically decreasing with increasing number of contributing studies as the effect of averaging begins to be exhibited. The correction algorithm that was used identified those situations when the overall test statistic was greater than the critical value and .75 or more of the test statistic came from a single large positive excursion. When this situation obtained, the contribution of this likely outlier to the overall test statistics was eliminated.

Implementation of the test in the R statistical language {#Sec9}
--------------------------------------------------------

This conditional-independence maximum likelihood exact test was implemented in the R Statistical Language. Each of the *k* contributing studies has a discrete probability distribution which is a function of the background event probability and odds ratio of that study. The joint probability distribution of the *k* discrete probability distributions is the convolution of these *k* distributions which will also be a discrete distribution. Directly performing this convolution would be extremely time consuming even for relatively small values of *k.* However, it can be readily shown that if each of the *k* distributions is first transformed into the "frequency domain" using the Fourier Transform, the simple multiplicative product of these *k* transformations is the Fourier transform of the joint probability distribution. A single inverse Fourier transform then yields the joint probability distribution (see, e.g., \[[@CR26]\]). This was the approach used by Yao & Tritchler \[[@CR22]\]. The development of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) for generation of the Fourier Transform in discrete situations \[see, e.g. \[[@CR27]\] for a relatively early presentation\] such as the categorical meta-analysis presented here permits quickly determining the joint probability distribution using almost any PC-type computer. The program has been extensively tested across a large range of heterogeneity, odds ratios, disease probability, number of contributing studies and sample size.

Monte Carlo simulation of the ML-NP-EXACT and DerSimonian--Laird techniques {#Sec10}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

### Population-based odds ratio simulation {#Sec11}

A series of Monte Carlo simulations was conducted to evaluate the ML-NP-EXACT technique and compare it directly to the typically used DerSimonian--Laird Inverse Variance technique \[[@CR9]\] for population-based odds ratio scenarios. The simulation was written and executed in "R: A Programming Environment for Data Analysis and Graphics." \[[@CR28]\]. The DerSimonian--Laird results were calculated using the "meta" package in R \[[@CR29]\].

Five levels of odds ratio were chosen (1.0, 1.25, 1.5, 1.75, and 2.0) which were crossed with three levels of background event probability (.005, .01, and .05), and three levels of sample size (50,100 and 200) in each arm of each contributing study. Finally, the number of studies entering into each meta-analysis was chosen to be 5, 10, 20, or 40 studies.

In addition, the heterogeneity between the contributing studies, τ^2^, was evaluated at 0 (homogeneity), .4, and .8. This last value of .8 represents a very large variance among the studies and was partially chosen to be able to compare the results with previous work \[[@CR15]\]. To put such a large inter-study variance into some perspective, a background event probability (e.g. disease probability) of .01 would be expected to fluctuate between .0017 and .057, a ratio of 33:1 under a heterogeneity of τ^2^ = .8.

Finally, the common variability in both the exposure and control groups was chosen to be .5 and an error term, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varepsilon_{i} = N\left( {0,.5} \right)_{{}}$$\end{document}$ was added to both the logit transformed probabilities of Eq. [1](#Equ1){ref-type=""} above per Bhaumik*'*s \[[@CR15]\] desire to "imply that both the control and treatment groups have varying rates of events" (p. 9) allowing direct comparisons to be made to this earlier research. For each simulation, the overall treatment effect was evaluated using both the ML-NP-EXACT and DerSimonian--Laird techniques. All simulation runs were conducted with 2000 replications. A value of .05 was used as the pre-specified level of Type I Error.

The Monte Carlo simulation results are shown below in Tables [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}, [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"} and [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"} corresponding to heterogeneity values *τ*^*2*^ of 0, .4, and .8. respectively. The 108 variable combinations with an Odds Ratio of 1.0 (i.e. no treatment effect) are shown in italics for purposes of exposition. The standard deviation as a function of reported power is shown in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}.Table 3Power (%) for the ML-NP-EXACT and DerSimonian--Laird inverse-variance techniques heterogeneity τ^2^ = 0Row \#Odds ratioNum. of studiesSample sizeBackground event (disease) probability.005.01.05ML-NP-EXACTDerSimon. Inv.-Var.ML-NP-EXACTDerSimon. Inv.-Var.ML-NP-EXACTDerSimon.\
Inv.-Var.1.*1.05506.00.24.80.85.17.6*2.1.255507.90.36.71.89.58.53.1.55508.50.28.82.115.812.84.1.755508.20.612.64.421.718.05.2.055010.71.015.95.428.123.66.*1.051004.40.54.72.85.79.0*7.1.2551006.21.26.94.512.211.98.1.551008.22.010.86.320.316.59.1.75510012.23.915.010.125.321.810.2510014.05.419.715.136.728.111.*1.052004.53.35.15.67.011.5*12.1.2552007.65.09.38.515.013.313.1.552009.66.013.912.226.721.314.1.75520015.08.319.816.738.229.415.2520018.412.823.121.846.636.816.*1.010504.00.34.81.15.37.1*17.1.2510506.00.58.72.311.08.818.1.510508.71.211.83.922.218.519.1.75105012.81.717.68.031.925.820.2.0105014.63.621.211.644.039.421.*1.0101003.91.24.72.45.57.0*22.1.25101006.81.77.65.114.511.423.1.51010011.34.013.68.425.822.824.1.751010018.67.521.516.140.536.125.21010021.411.528.224.952.247.726.*1.0102003.52.64.06.17.210.4*27.1.25102009.15.410.28.615.413.228.1.51020015.79.616.113.929.326.629.1.751020022.717.427.425.544.040.830.21020027.823.437.036.957.556.231.*1.020503.50.73.81.04.54.8*32.1.2520506.31.08.91.914.511.433.1.5205013.12.817.07.129.027.534.1.75205017.64.823.914.948.147.035.2.0205024.79.731.723.062.264.036.*1.0201003.81.14.53.84.86.8*37.1.25201008.22.510.46.816.815.438.1.52010016.86.918.915.535.634.739.1.752010026.015.331.231.553.457.340.22010031.523.840.445.169.875.841.*1.0202003.63.63.84.64.66.7*42.1.25202009.65.911.811.716.617.643.1.52020018.817.124.225.239.242.944.1.752020028.231.237.644.159.866.345.22020038.244.850.861.275.184.346.*1.040505.00.85.31.63.64.5*47.1.25405012.61.613.63.822.017.648.1.5405020.85.026.514.049.045.949.1.75405028.911.537.928.270.875.850.2.0405037.320.748.348.683.491.051.*1.0401004.51.93.72.43.45.6*52.1.254010013.64.614.19.624.322.753.1.54010024.314.027.929.055.359.754.1.754010035.929.540.953.977.385.955.24010049.047.654.774.787.896.556.*1.0402003.03.03.15.63.85.9*57.1.254020010.99.916.417.027.027.458.1.54020029.429.736.344.458.766.959.1.754020039.954.454.770.281.391.960.24020051.975.965.687.892.198.5 Table 4Power (%) for the ML-NP-EXACT and DerSimonian--Laird inverse-variance techniques heterogeneity τ^2^ = .4Row \#Odds ratioNum. of studiesSample sizeEvent (disease) probability.005.01.05ML-NP-EXACTDerSimon. Inv.-Var.ML-NP-EXACTDerSimon. Inv.-Var.ML-NP-EXACTDerSimon.\
Inv.-Var.1.*1.05507.10.45.01.66.18.7*2.1.255507.90.57.63.210.310.93.1.55509.01.49.14.715.715.54.1.755509.62.011.07.322.319.85.2.055012.42.913.38.629.927.36.*1.051005.01.94.73.96.710.0*7.1.2551007.43.18.26.214.413.28.1.551009.04.711.39.320.717.39.1.75510011.86.213.811.930.925.710.2510013.59.119.618.538.030.111.*1.052004.04.14.87.18.810.5*12.1.2552008.77.68.39.718.315.613.1.5520011.29.313.614.327.521.014.1.75520014.613.617.517.838.328.015.2520018.017.924.824.246.234.716.*1.010504.60.75.22.65.77.4*17.1.2510507.51.57.93.713.012.518.1.5105011.13.012.87.721.120.719.1.75105013.75.218.213.128.428.620.2.0105017.88.522.418.240.139.621.*1.0101005.81.84.84.95.98.2*22.1.25101008.34.48.58.714.514.623.1.51010012.17.715.015.724.823.724.1.751010016.713.620.922.336.233.325.21010022.118.028.030.348.546.226.*1.0102005.15.14.87.76.68.2*27.1.25102007.99.29.912.915.515.528.1.51020014.515.416.618.728.025.129.1.751020020.021.425.727.539.438.530.21020027.530.634.238.151.749.331.*1.020505.51.54.92.43.96.9*32.1.2520509.23.48.76.912.415.833.1.5205013.36.214.715.124.133.634.1.75205018.912.922.525.838.349.635.2.0205024.018.627.436.754.266.036.*1.0201004.82.84.24.93.97.7*37.1.25201009.56.49.013.514.219.738.1.52010014.416.216.025.627.837.639.1.752010020.824.826.240.442.057.340.22010027.937.335.253.757.372.841.*1.0202004.55.95.18.35.17.8*42.1.25202009.313.49.716.614.320.743.1.52020016.425.717.831.827.537.544.1.752020025.141.328.849.844.859.745.22020034.555.543.666.561.977.446.*1.040507.02.15.53.05.58.5*47.1.25405013.65.113.211.618.628.348.1.5405020.014.021.530.331.554.149.1.75405025.525.427.150.449.779.550.2.0405032.539.337.066.965.891.551.*1.0401005.73.43.97.64.06.1*52.1.254010012.215.710.422.719.831.153.1.54010019.429.719.248.736.463.154.1.754010027.950.430.171.554.983.855.24010036.969.943.485.572.595.256.*1.0402003.67.73.27.65.28.6*57.1.25402009.923.811.027.319.731.458.1.54020017.846.822.756.336.964.659.1.754020028.170.837.180.359.186.060.24020040.885.952.792.076.196.4 Table 5Power (%) for the ML-NP-EXACT and DerSimonian--Laird inverse-variance techniques heterogeneity τ^2^ = .8Row \#Odds ratioNum. of studiesSample sizeEvent (disease) probability.005.01.05ML-NP-EXACTDerSimon. Inv.-Var.ML-NP-EXACTDerSimon. Inv.-Var.ML-NP-EXACTDerSimon.\
Inv.-Var.1.*1.05506.11.04.62.66.98.7*2.1.255507.71.67.05.210.010.83.1.55509.03.69.17.918.317.64.1.7555010.04.611.29.224.220.65.2.055011.35.914.413.529.224.26.*1.051004.53.05.56.110.312.0*7.1.2551007.24.97.79.215.013.38.1.551008.67.79.911.322.319.19.1.75510011.711.616.716.830.324.410.2510015.314.618.519.837.629.311.*1.052006.46.27.28.411.812.2*12.1.2552007.79.09.710.919.615.113.1.5520011.612.116.416.129.520.314.1.75520014.815.820.420.939.025.815.2520019.820.926.425.443.929.316.*1.010506.01.75.43.37.39.4*17.1.2510509.53.09.38.013.614.118.1.5105012.35.513.112.822.823.119.1.75105015.69.418.017.833.533.020.2.0105018.412.822.122.341.141.221.*1.0101005.14.15.77.06.98.8*22.1.25101008.67.811.312.916.314.523.1.51010013.312.516.519.126.925.624.1.751010017.117.722.727.338.636.625.21010022.325.430.134.850.246.926.*1.0102005.67.05.38.58.19.5*27.1.251020010.612.912.214.518.214.828.1.51020016.320.321.124.228.725.229.1.751020020.925.726.828.742.737.130.21020030.636.037.740.349.244.831.*1.020506.03.55.05.84.49.6*32.1.2520508.96.110.014.413.822.533.1.5205013.611.615.823.224.736.934.1.75205019.319.023.934.540.253.235.2.0205025.827.431.345.650.566.036.*1.0201005.05.64.08.54.88.5*37.1.25201009.912.811.120.512.021.338.1.52010015.423.218.234.327.338.639.1.752010021.835.925.045.937.954.640.22010030.046.938.260.156.271.241.*1.0202004.09.14.89.75.18.8*42.1.25202008.919.810.221.515.421.643.1.52020016.833.521.337.827.838.244.1.752020027.048.334.753.243.856.645.22020036.860.444.966.959.272.146.*1.040506.63.35.59.64.411.4*47.1.25405012.912.511.325.013.433.148.1.5405017.925.018.444.529.765.149.1.75405025.839.727.667.145.180.250.2.0405030.955.237.678.461.793.451.*1.0401005.29.73.714.94.110.5*52.1.254010010.625.38.536.715.737.153.1.54010017.845.918.157.332.065.554.1.754010025.864.830.076.151.783.555.24010034.577.945.487.870.895.256.*1.0402002.614.63.413.03.610.3*57.1.25402007.837.111.537.813.332.358.1.54020017.259.726.561.932.861.759.1.754020031.677.041.582.253.885.260.24020046.289.357.493.174.094.6 Fig. 4Plot of standard deviation of the simulation as a function of the reported power

There are three general findings from the direct comparison of the ML-NP-EXACT technique with the DL technique.For the homogeneous case of τ^2^ = 0, the ML-NP-EXACT technique yielded a Type I Error value centered on the pre-specified level of .05 for practically all combinations of event probability, number of contributing studies and sample size as show in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}. However, as shown in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}, the DL technique consistently returned a Type I Error value well below .05 and correspondingly low levels of power for Odds Ratios greater than 1.0. In order to compare the power for Odds Ratios \> 1.0, an upper limit on Type I Error needs to be established. Using a Type I Error level of 7.5%, the ML-NP-EXACT technique demonstrated a larger power in over 73% of the comparisons.For the most heterogeneous τ^2^ = .8 case and to a lesser degree for τ^2^ = .4, the DL technique frequently failed to protect the pre-specified Type I Error value of .05 while the ML-NP-EXACT technique was superior. Figures [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} and [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} are the histograms of the 108 Odds Ratio = 1.0 data points for the ML-NP-EXACT and DL techniques respectively. The ML-NP-EXACT Type I Error was centered approximately on the nominal .05 value. The DL technique shows concentrations at very small values of Type I Error and a very wide range of higher values of Type I Error. Using the arbitrary Type I Error limit of 7.5%, there was ten times the number of violations of this level for the DL technique (40) compared to the ML-NP-EXACT technique (4).Fig. 5Histogram of the Type I Error for the ML-NP-EXACT technique Fig. 6Histogram of the Type I Error for the DerSimonian--Laird inverse-variance techniqueThis inability of the inverse-variance DerSimonian--Laird technique to protect a pre-specified value of Type I Error has been shown in previous studies (See, for example \[[@CR15], [@CR25]\]). In the Bhaumik et al. study \[[@CR15]\], Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}a shows Type I Error rates up to approximately 15% for the range of µ of -3 to -5 of primary interest in the current study. This same level of violation of the pre-specified level of Type I Error was found in the present simulations.Finally, three of the four occasions when Type I Error for the ML-NP-EXACT technique exceeded the 7.5% level had just five contributing studies. As discussed earlier, the probability for a single study to incorrectly skew the overall test statistic towards statistical significance increases sharply as the number of contributing studies decreases.As expected, when the DL technique protected the Type I Error, it tended to be more powerful than the ML-NP-EXACT technique for higher values of odds ratio, event probability, number of contributing studies and sample size. These higher values lead to less sparse contingency tables and the increased appropriateness of a large sample asymptotic method such as the DL Inverse Variance technique.

As shown clearly in Tables [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}, [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"} and [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}, the two variables under the experimenter's direct control, Number of Studies and Sample Size, both had powerful effects on the power for the ML-NP-EXACT technique. Somewhat surprisingly, the heterogeneity variable, τ^2^, did not largely affect power. However, its inflationary influence on Type I Error needed to first be "tamed."

Extending the ML-NP-EXACT technique {#Sec12}
-----------------------------------

### Unbalanced designs {#Sec13}

Additional Monte Carlo testing was done for unbalanced designs (unequal sample sizes in the exposure and no exposure arms of the contributing studies) and meta-analyses with unequal sample sizes across contributing studies. Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"} shows the sample sizes for the two groups for a typical unbalanced design in which the control sample size is twice the exposure group sample size. The sum of the two sample sizes across the two arms of each study was chosen to be 200. This design allows direct comparison of the simulation results with the balanced designs of Tables [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}, [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"} and [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}.Table 6Sample sizes for simulation of unbalanced designs number of studies = 10GroupStudy \#12345678910Exposure66666666666666666666Control134134134134134134134134134134

Table [7](#Tab7){ref-type="table"} shows the results of the simulation for a heterogeneity value τ^2^ = 0, Event ("disease") Probability of .05, and Sample Size (per arm) of 100, at the same five levels of Odds Ratio used above. The simulation run consisted of 2000 replications as in Tables [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}, [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"} and [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}.Table 7Power (%) for the unbalanced design of Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"} for the ML-NP-EXACT and DerSimonian--Laird inverse-variance techniques heterogeneity τ^2^ = 0; event probability = .05; number of studies = 10; sample size across both arms = 200TechniqueOdds ratio1.01.251.51.752.0ML-NP-EXACT412.123. 537.950.7DerSimonian--Laird inv. variance7.316.125.741.954.9

As the results in Table [7](#Tab7){ref-type="table"} indicate, the ML-NP-EXACT power in the unbalanced scenario is slightly smaller for all values of Odds Ratio relative to the DerSimonian--Laird method. Type I Error (Odds Ratio = 1.0) was close to the prespecified value of five percent for the ML-NP-EXACT technique and was reasonably close to five percent for the DL technique.

### Unequal sample size designs {#Sec14}

Table [8](#Tab8){ref-type="table"} shows the sample sizes for the exposure and control groups for each of the contributing studies for a design with unequal sample size **across** the contributing studies. This particular design was chosen as a relatively extreme case. As can be seen, the average sample size for both the exposure and control groups was maintained at 100 to allow comparison of the simulation results with the equal sample size scenarios of Tables [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}, [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"} and [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}.Table 8Sample sizes for simulation of unequal sample size designs number of studies = 10GroupStudy \#12345678910Exposure1752517525175251752517525Control1752517525175251752517525

Table [9](#Tab9){ref-type="table"} shows the results of the simulation for a heterogeneity value τ^2^ = 0, Event ("disease") Probability of .05, and Average Sample Size (across both study arms) = 200, at the same five levels of Odds Ratio as used above. The simulation run consisted of 2000 replications as in Tables [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}, [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"} and [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}.Table 9Power (%) for the unequal sample size design of Table [8](#Tab8){ref-type="table"} for the ML-NP-EXACT and DerSimonian--Laird inverse-variance techniques heterogeneity τ^2^ = 0; event probability = .05; number of studies = 10; average sample size (across both study arms) = 200TechniqueOdds ratio1.01.251.51.752.0ML-NP-EXACT6.212.124.035.547.0DerSimonian--Laird inv. variance9.513.923.235.144.4

The ML-NP-EXACT power in this unequal sample size condition was slightly superior to the DerSimonian--Laird technique. More importantly, the ML-NP-EXACT was superior at protecting the pre-specified level of Type I Error.

Discussion and conclusions {#Sec15}
==========================

This research has developed an exact test for the meta-analysis of dichotomous categorical data. The ML-NP-EXACT technique was strongly superior to the DerSimonian--Laird technique in maintaining a pre-specified level of Type I Error. As shown, the DerSimonian--Laird technique demonstrated many large violations of this level. Given the various biases towards finding statistical significance prevalent in epidemiology today, a strong focus on maintaining a pre-specified level of Type I Error would seem critical (see, e.g., \[[@CR30]\]). In addition, for the homogeneous case, the new technique is generally more powerful than the typically used large sample asymptotic DerSimonian--Laird inverse-variance technique for realistic, smaller values of disease probability across a large range of odds ratios, number of contributing studies, and sample size. While statistical programs providing exact solutions already exist such as Cytel's StatXact, they are beyond the means of most practicing statisticians and epidemiologists.

The technique developed here is written in the almost universal statistical language of R and is freely available from the author. As such, it is hoped that other researchers will be able to extend and improve this initial version.

As outlined in this report, the use of meta-analysis in epidemiology is increasing very rapidly and appears to be meeting an important need. However, fortunately, inexpensive and readily available computer power has also increased vastly in the past forty years. For example, task speed as measured in Million Instructions per Second ("MIPS") has increased from a fraction of a MIP for the IBM 370 mainframe computer in 1972 to thousands of MIPS for an Intel Pentium processor personal computer today \[[@CR31]\]. By using the techniques developed here and the computer power available to all researchers today, unnecessary sources of error can be readily eliminated.

Little experience is sufficient to show that the traditional machinery of statistical processes is wholly unsuited to the needs of practical research. Not only does it take a cannon to shoot a sparrow, but it misses the sparrow. The elaborate mechanism built on the theory of infinitely large samples is not accurate enough for simple laboratory data." (R. A. Fisher, 1925).
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